
POWERS WAYNING: (CONT’D)
(In a froglike fashion)

GOMP!

Everyone, including the aliens now 
turn and look at the PRESIDENT.  
The PRESIDENT looks at WAYNING with 
a look of "Please don't make me do 
this!"  

WAYNING just gestures to him as if 
to say "Go ahead, go ahead.”

(Smiling timidly)
Sir?

Continuing to wave him forward.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR sighs, and 
with a squeamish look on his face, 
stands ridged with both arms 
straight at his side.  

The PRESIDENT quickly looks at 
POWERS WAYNING who, once again 
gestures for him to continue.  

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR: 
(Under his breath, in a stage 
whisper, to himself.)

Dear God!...  I'm the President of the United States, for 
heaven’s sake!  What I won’t do for a little platinum.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR sighs, stands 
ridged with both arms straight at 
his side and continually slaps his 
hands on his thighs while he hops 
once, and says...

(In a froglike fashion)
GOMP!
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GNUDT:
(Very serious, To WAYNING)

When we say “Good-bye”, we do it upsidedown.

POWERS WAYNING:
(Stunned)

Really???

GNUDT:
(To FOIT)

It’s so easy, it’s almost not any fun.

FOIT:
We don’t have time for this.

WAYNING realizes he’s been had 
again and sneers slightly at GNUDT.

GENERAL TROJAN:
(To the aliens, Trying to 
quickly change the subject.)

Well, friends, as I mentioned when we first met, our country 
is well recognized for coming to the assistance of those in 
need.  You can be certain that we’ll do everything in our 
power to get aid to your people.  That’s why I brought you 
here to see President Thinkinear.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
The General is quite right.  And I want to assure you that 
I’m going to do everything in my power to get you the help 
you need as quickly as possible.

Now, why don't we all just have a seat and talk over your 
very interesting request.

They all sit down.  The three 
aliens sit very rigidly.

Now, then.  As I understand it, you’ need a lot of our spent 
uranium. Do I have that right?

FOIT:
Affirmative.  I hope our request meets with your approval.
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PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
(Pompous, overly 
accomodating.)

I think we can work something out quite nicely, gentlemen.  I 
will, of course, have to reduce the terms of our agreement to 
paper and run it through our Congress a little bit, but I 
don't think that’ll take very much time and I’m sure we can 
make everything happen to your satisfaction.

FOIT:
This is most gratifying information, Mr. President.  We are 
most anxious to begin transport of the “enhancement 
substance” to our planet.  Our people are in serious need.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
I can assure you that I’ll do everything in my power to get 
our Congress to move quickly on this.  We most definitely 
want to be able to help.  After all... That’s the American 
Way!

Now, if ya don’t mind, I’m gonna have to conclude this 
meetin’ for now so we can get workin’ on gettin’ this done.

FOIT:
Most understandable.  We will return to our transport vessel 
and await the conclusion of these matters.

GENERAL TROJAN:
Listen, fellas!  I’m gonna need to stay here a bit to help 
Mr. President.  My men are waiting outside to take you back 
to your ship.  I hope that’s OK.

They all stand, say their good-byes 
as follows, and the three aliens 
begin to walk toward the door.

FOIT:
(Nodding rigidly)

Most satisfactory.  Thanking you ending greetings.  

GNUDT:
(Nodding rigidly)

Also ending greetings.
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LOODIGUN:
(Like Elvis)

Thank ya very much!  

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR: 
(to WAYNING and GENERAL 
TROJAN)

What the Hell was that?

GENERAL TROJAN:
He’s a real Elvis fan.  Saw and heard him over the air waves 
and got hooked.

POWERS WAYNING:
(Smirking)

Whadaya know!  Elvis even has fans in outer space.  

(WAYNING chuckles)

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
(Also Smirking)

For all we know... Elvis might be in outer space.  There have 
been rumors, you know.

When the three aliens enter the 
outer office, the STAGE LIGHTS dim 
on the Oval Office side.  The 
PRESIDENT, WAYNING and the GENERAL 
all freeze in place. 

LOODIGUN:
(To FOIT and GNUDT)

I can’t wait to see how he screws this up.

FOIT:
(Frustrated, to GNUDT and 
LOODIGUN)

Why is nothing ever easy?

GNUDT:
(To FOIT and LOODIGUN)

Think positive!  Don’t borrow trouble.

(MORE)
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One moment, please.

(Now to LOLA CLEMATIS)
Excuse please, Frooga.  What is the term that you wish to be 
addressed by?

LOLA CLEMATIS:
(To GNUDT, smiling sweetly)

Oh!  My name is Lola Clematis, but please feel free to call 
me “Lola”.

GNUDT:
Very well then... Lola!  It is apparent to us that you and 
General Trojan are experiencing “Crumbedunkles”.  

LOLA CLEMATIS:
(Confused)

I’m sorry, but I don’t understand what that means.

GNUDT:
You appear to be experimenting with the possibility of a 
permanent joining.

LOLA CLEMATIS:
(Startled and embarrassed.)

Oh!... Uh!... Well?...

FOIT:
We don’t have time for this!

LOODIGUN:
Give the boy a minute.

GNUDT:
(To LOLA)

I simply want you to realize that though “Spacial Time” may 
be permanently ongoing, while here on Earth you are in an 
adjusted part of the Space Time Continuum and therefore time, 
as you know it, is considerably shorter. 
 
I strongly advise you to get it said and get on with it.

There!  I’m done.

GNUDT: (CONT'D)
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LOODIGUN:
(To LOLA)

He’s right, Ma’am.  Just look into the man’s eyes and say, 
“Love me Tender, love me true”.  He’ll get the message.

LOLA CLEMATIS:
(Flustered)

Well... Thank you all so much for your kind concern.  I’ll... 
Certainly take your advise into consideration.

FOIT:
We don’t have time for this!

GNUDT:
(To LOLA)

Most favored ending greetings!

The aliens exit.  

LOLA watches them with a wide-
mouthed stare as they leave.    

As she thinks about what was said, 
her expression changes to a 
blushing, impish smile.

The STAGE LIGHTS fade out on the 
outer office side. LOLA goes back 
to work. 

STAGE LIGHTS up on Oval Office 
side.  The PRESIDENT, WAYNING and 
the GENERAL unfreeze.

POWERS WAYNING:
Excuse me, Mr. President, but you might want to consider 
having your press conference soon.  After the phony 
information we fed them before, I'm sure the media has 
everybody all worked up by now.  You might wanna reassure the 
public that everything is safe and sound.
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PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
Oh... Yes... Right!  

(Pondering and Pontificating)
And, while I'm at it, I'll also announce the wonderful deal 
I've been able to work out with these fellas, and how good it 
is for our country.  

And,... I'll encourage everyone to contact their 
representatives to push the deal along so we can get help to 
these starving people from another world as quickly as 
possible.    

General!  Are you absolutely sure that no media people can 
get through to these guys and talk to them directly?

GENERAL TROJAN:
Oh, yes, Sir!  Security is quite tight.  Nobody is gonna get 
through that perimeter line...  I assure you.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
Excellent!  Thank you, General!  I believe that’ll be all for 
now.  I’ll get back to you as soon as I have our next 
strategy lined up.

GENERAL TROJAN:
Yes, Sir!  Thank you, Sir!

In the meantime, with your permission, Mr. President, since 
I’ve been able to develop a friendly relationship with these 
individuals, I would like to spend as much time with them as 
possible in order to keep the good will going.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
(Waving him off.)

Yes!  Yes!  That’s an excellent idea.  You baby-sit the Space 
Men while I try to maneuver Congress.

GENERAL TROJAN:
Yes, Sir!

GENERAL TROJAN exits to outer 
office.  
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When he gets to LOLA’S desk, they 
say a pleasant “Good-bye” in mime 
and he exits the stage. 

POWERS WAYNING:
Forgive me, Sir, but you expect to get this through Congress 
quickly?  Just how do you intend to do that?

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
(Perplexed)

I have no idea.  I need time to think.  

He gets an idea.

Wait a minute!... Now that I think about it, if we handle 
this just right, the public might never have to know just how 
badly we've screwed up the economy. 

POWERS WAYNING:
What do you mean?

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
Those idiots on the hill signed all those bills to spend all 
that money.  Those bills are just peppered with all their 
earmarks.  

I'm sure, if I have a few "closed door" meetin’s with our 
party leaders, they should be most anxious to help us get 
this fixed right away.  After all, their butts are on the 
line here too.  

(Perking up)
You know?  We just might be able to win this election yet!
In the meantime, you organize our boys to quietly gather up 
all that platinum, like we said.  And figure out who we can 
use to turn it all into cash as quickly as possible so we can 
pay off some of these massive debts we built up and still 
siphon off as much as possible for ourselves, without anybody 
knowin’, of course. 

POWERS WAYNING:
Right!  I think I know just who we can use.
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PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
Also, get our people workin’ on figurin’ out how we can spin 
this whole thing to make it look like we solved the financial 
problems instead of caused them.

POWERS WAYNING:
Good idea!  I'll get right on it.

POWERS WAYNING exits, exuberantly.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR suddenly gets 
an idea.  He picks up the phone to 
call LOLA CLEMATIS.

FX: FF TO (TRACK 07) - PHONE RINGS

(PAUSE TRACK 07)

LOLA picks up her phone.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
(Into the phone)

Ms. Clematis!

LOLA CLEMATIS:
(Into the phone)

Yes, Mr. President!

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
(Into the phone)

Get me Senator Mona Lotte on the phone...  Right away!

LOLA CLEMATIS:
(Into the phone)

Yes, Sir.

THINKINEAR hangs up the phone.

While the PRESIDENT speaks the 
following, we see LOLA start to 
make the call.  
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She mimes a conversation for a 
moment and then rings through to 
the PRESIDENT’S phone.

The PRESIDENT sits back in his 
chair, confidently, with a self-
satisfied smile on his face.

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR:
(Happily to himself)

Sometimes I shock myself at just how brilliant I can be.  
Yes, Sirree!  I’m not finished yet.  I’ll get this thing 
turned around and win this election in spite of it all.  

I have my ways, I surely do.

FX:  FF TO (TRACK 08) - PHONE RINGS

(PAUSE TRACK 08)

PRESIDENT THINKINEAR picks up the 
phone.

(Into the phone, jovial but 
phony)

Hello?...  Mona?  Is that you?  Why, it’s been far too long 
since we’ve had a chance to chat.  How’ve you been?

Pause. 

Good!..  Good!..  Glad to hear it!

Listen, Mona!  I’ve been talkin’ to Les Manley about who’s 
got jurisdiction over our little situation with these alien 
fellas...  You know, him bein’ the head of the “Foreign 
Relations Committee” and all?  But I was thinkin’!  Turns out 
these Outer Space guys are here with an agricultural problem 
and you bein’ the head of the “Agriculture, Nutrition, and 
Forestry Committee”... Well?  I thought maybe I should 
consult with you a little on this. 
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